Modelling of glucoamylase thermal inactivation in the presence of starch by artificial neural network.
Thermal inactivation is suspected to be a limiting factor for use of glucoamylase in starch saccharification at elevated temperatures. Thus, inactivation of the enzyme has been studied in the presence of reagents (enzyme, substrate and product in wide range of concentrations, and moderate stirring). The influence of substrate and glucose as stability modulators showed the complexity of the studied system. Hence, one might expect multilateral correlations that could depreciate some efforts for phenomenological modelling. These obstacles forced to apply artificial neural network (ANN) modelling to map the enzyme activity decays. For this purpose, a dynamic network with four hidden neurons was selected. The database containing 42 data vectors was used for neural model training and verification process. The standard error of calculations and correlation coefficient (0.997-0.999) for dynamic simulations has proved correctness of the developed ANN.